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My name is Imraahn Ismail-Mukaddam. I am an Independent Bread Distributor or at least untill recently I used to be one. I am the Primary Complainant in the bread price fixing case. Through this process of lodging my complaint taking it forward and following it through right up to making a submission at the Competion Tribunanal I have found that this process is flawed and the application of the Competition Act is flawed. It is in my capacity as the Primary Complainant as well as an affected party of the Prohibited Practices to which both Premier Foods and Tiger Consumer Brands had pleaded guilty that I am making this submission.

It is my submission that the initial response of the Competition Commission to my complaint is to be commended. Although my complaint was lodged during the height of the festive season the Commission found the matter important enough to send the the Acting Deputy Commissioner Mr.Thulani Kunene to personally investigate this matter within two weeks after the complaint had been lodged. Unfortunately the intitial momentum slowed down immediately after Premier Foods applied for Corporate leniency. As soon as the Commission found they had a strong enough case against the other members of the Cartel my concerns as the Primary Complainant became insignificant.

I had complained to the Competition Commission that I was being victimised by the very same Respondant to whom they had granted Conditional Corporate Leniency which was Premier Foods during  January 2007 but they were unable to intervene on my behalf. My terms and conditions with my major supplier Premier Foods had been drastically changed  as a direct result of the Prohibited Practice which they had admitted being guilty of. Premier Foods management was unwilling to compromise on the new Trade Regime which they had unilatterally imposed on the Independant Bread Distributors.They had not only reduced our distributors discount, but they now insisted that we pay the full invoice price and that our distributors discount would now be paid up to 12 days in arrears. This new Trade Regime put myself and other Distributors at a further disadvantage. I tried to negotiate more favourable terms with Premier Foods management but this was flatly rejected based the fact that I had laid a complaint with the Competition Commission. My supply was subsequently suspended due to my account going into arrears, dispite the fact that my distributors discount was not paid out for the first three weeks following the imposing of the restrictive new Trade Regime.

Despite my continued appeals to the Competition Comission to intervene and after my request to persue the Interim Relief Order mechanism, which was found to be premature by the Competition Commission  no assistance was forthcoming. My supply was only reinstated on the 22nd of February 2007 after I was forced to agree to further detrimental terms and conditions which now made my account a strictly C.O.D. account. My supply was again unilaterally  suspended on the 3rd of March 2007 without reason and has not been resumed ever since. My appeals to the Competition Commission was now met with increased scepticism and I was informed that the suspension of my supply was a business interest matter and that they had no jurisdiction to intervene. Premier Foods claimed that my supply was suspended due to a strike by Truck drivers, but they continued to supply a Shoprite U Save store less than 500 meters from my distribution point. After the strike ended my supply had still not been reinstated and when I queried this I was informed that my name had been removed from the vendors list. I was informed by the Sales Manager Mr. G. Ford that if I wanted to resume my supply I would have to reaply for an account and that the new terms would be cash up front meaning I would have to deposit the invoice amount into Premier Foods bank account before any order would be processed. When I informed the Competition Comission of this blatant victimisation I was again told by Mr.Avish Kalacharan of the Commission that my issue with Premeir Foods was an internal business issue and not a competition related matter.

I firmly believed that Premier Foods was victimising me as a direct result of the complaint I had lodged with the Competition Comission and therfore proceeded to lodge an objection to the Conditional Corperate Leniency offererd to the by the Competition Commission. In their response Premeir Foods vehemently attacked my integrity and exceeded their usual bad credit motivation by even falsely accusing me of having been involved in fraudulant activity. The Regional Financial Manager Mr. Jakobus Wiese even went as far as giving a completely false affidavit under oath further undermining my integrity. A completely false record of  non payment was produced to substantiate their claims that I had a bad credit history and this same false information was given to various media institutions. All this false evidence were supplied to the Competition Commission as supporting documents in order to maintain their imunity from prosecution. Premier Foods had been granted Conditional Corporate Leniency without reversing the gains they had made through their participation in a Prohibited Practice. They did not reduce their prices neither did they reinstate the Distributor's Discount and they did not retract their restrictive Trade Regime which was implemented together with the other price fixing measures. Premier Foods therefore had held onto their ill-gotten benefits without having to face the prospect of paying a fine and also without suffering any real Reputational damage. For Premier Foods to further blatantly victimise the Primary Complainant in this matter without any sanction from the Competition Commission perpetuates this travesty of Justice.

In the matter involving Tiger Consumer Brands the Competition Commission entered into a Consent Order Agreement without taking all the relevant information into account. The Competition Commission did not investigate Tiger Consumer Brands themselves, but instead allowed the outcome to be determined by Tiger Consumer Brands legal representatives Edwards Nathan Sonnenberg. The conclusions derived from this report by Edwards Nathan Sonnenberg exhibited the inherrent bias that was to be expected. In this report all the Directors of the Board were exonerated from any wrongdoing and the report found that no undue profit was accrued as the bread price at the time was realistic so no consumer was adversely affected. For such an obviously skewed report to be the basis on which a Consent Order Agreement is concluded illustrates the ability which these huge organizations have to manipulate outcomes without taking responsibility for their actions. In the matter involving Tiger Consumer Brands my attorney Mr. Malcolm Roup was requested to submit a claim for damages which would be included as part of the settlement order. Only after we submitted our claim were we informed that we missed the deadline of 10 days and that Tiger Consumer Brands would not entertain our claim any more. This position by the Competition Commission confirmed to me that the victims of Collusion and Prohibited practices were not a paramount priority as far as the Commission was concerned. Dispite having submitted a realistic claim for damages which could be verified, this claim was not entertained as part of the Consent Order Agreement between the Competition Comission and Tiger Consumer brands that was ratified at the Competition Tribunal. As the Primary Complainant and a party that was directly affected by the Prohibited Practices that these Bakeries indulged in I have recieved no compensation at all. I have been left to the mercy of the perportrators to victimise without protection or intevention from the Competition Commission. 

In hindsight I would not want to go through this process again as being the " Whistleblower " has exposed me to enormous personal and financial strain and stress. Because of the victimization and refusal of my suppliers to supply me I was forced to close a business that was both viable and lucrative. Because of the blatantly false and defamatory evidence given by Premier Foods to the Competition Comission and the media my creditworthiness and good reputation has been irreversably damaged. At present I am in dire financial difficulties. I have a Legal bill in excess of R60 000 which I am in no position to pay. I am in no position to persue a damages claim in the High Court as I cannot afford an Advocate and my attorney cannot proceed unless I pay his previous account. 

The requirement of the Competition act that a Damages claim must be persued in another Court effectively places the Complainanant at a disadvantage. Firstly the cost are prohibitive. Secondly the risk of a counter claim and a cost order going against the Complainant could be catostrophic for a small independant businessman with limited resources. Thirdly the resources which these big conglomerates have access to could drag a case for a very long time.


Ammendments to the Competition Act

As the Primary Complainant in the Bread Price Fixing Case I want to appeal to the Hounorable members of the Portfolio Committe on Trade and Industry to consider the following concerns that I have alluded to in my submission above. I have identified some serious shortcomings in the Competition Act or the application of the Act which has a direct influence on how the Competition Act  is used and percieved as a means of promoting Social Justice.

1.	The act is not victim friendly.

2.	The Competition Commission does not take into account the severity of damage done when offering Corporate Leniency and Consent Order Agreement.

3.	Their is no consultation with the complainants before outcomes are agreed upon with the respondants.

4.	 Complainants are not protected from victimization and intimidation.

5.	There is not sufficient provision for complaints and affected parties to claim damages. Damages claims that have to be pursued in another court which is both costly and risky, and which serves as a deterrent.

6.	The Interim Relief Order mechanism is not accessable to smaller entrepreneurs as the cost are similar to getting an Urgent Court Interdict from the High Court.

7.	Big companies have access to the best legal representation and they can therefore exhaust all the legal avenues in order to undermine the legitimate interest of the smaller entrepreneur. 

8.	The Competition Act should be Criminalised as in its present form it does not serve as a sufficient deterrent to Corporate Collussion. Directors and Managers should be held liable in their personal capacity.


I trust that the Hounarable members will consider my submission from a victims perspective. We must find the necessary mechanisms in the Competition Act to make it a workable and practical document that does not sensationalise the sterling work done by the Competition Commission but instead make a real difference to the way trade is conducted in South Africa. We should start with the understanding that the playing fields are not even and that only through fair competition, access and empowerment can small business take up their right full place as equal partners in economic activity.
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